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Abstract: Changeover in vision means treating women as equal as men in society and this can only be 

achieved when an individual person residing have humanity, honesty and respect for women  from bottom 

of his/her inner soul, with achievement in change in vision of society at very next moment no requirement 

for women enrichment will be notify anymore. In today’s modern arena more focus is given on women 

literacy, women empowerment, women health issues and others but in actual more emphasis should be 

given to crimes encounter against women which can only be minimized by giving punishment to accused 

person in real manner- in short time within the crimes noted against women and no relaxation should be 

given for age or any as the crime is caused by the brain and not the age. Compare to past years women 

enthusiasm for society in any field have increased but not in proper manner as we all know that the crimes 

encounter against women are increasing day by day is the cause of failure of growth of women super 

power. 
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Introduction: 

Day by day the scenario of our society is changing with development in enrichment of women 

super power in society. Today if we study thoroughly in any sector we will find that women are in leading 

role and their performance is adorable like in business sector women at high post are more likely to take 

powerful decisions compare to men as well they are more likely to work in any unfavorable condition and 

with more enthusiasm as per research conducted. 

Discussion  

For growth of women empowerment in society, government are arising many of scheme for them 

like free transport for girls student in rural area, free schooling having only one girl child, etc. of course 

overall development is also noticed but at some the real growth is suppressing by the unsafe environment 

in society for women. At each and every step there is fear surrounding them. They themselves don’t feel 

safe at any work place. And this is the reason why the enrichment of women is not taking place in a proper 

manner. The family members are more concern with their safety compare to their independence. The 

women who are not scared by the unsafe society have achieved a great lime time and are awarded by the 

Ministry of Women and Child Development for crushing stereotypes and becoming super hero into their 

own in fields and have become role model our country like Kiran Bedi (First woman to join the Indian 

Police Service), Manju Yadav (First women coolie), Avani Chaturvedi, Bhawana Kanth And Mohana 

Singh (First women in air force), Ira Singhal (First differently-abled woman to top the civil services), 

Punita Arora (First woman to become lieutenant general), Priya Jhingan(First woman cadet to join the 

Indian Army), Radhika Menon(First female merchant navy captain:) Harshini Kanhekar(First Woman 

Firefighter), and many others but if we see the real hindrance to women enrichment is the crime encounter 

against women because the crime ruin victim life as well their family becomes socially inactive which is 

the big loss to our society. This is happening because India is men dominating country where women are 

not getting same right as men which we all know very well and this is the reason of inequality in vision.   
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The cases recorded against women are increasing day by day and real record off the paper is more 

painful. Real fact is the vulnerable condition of victim, my words can’t justify the real pain but from victim 

point of view if the punishment is given to the accused person in real manner, victim can come over from 

the depression. In our country the cases are pending for years and in this condition the victims and their 

family suffers from mentally torture for every second which reflects suppression of women growth in 

society. 

Conclusion 

From all above discussion we can conclude that if changeover in vision is achieved, women 

empowerment will grow in super natural manner. As the safety is established others criteria for enrichment 

of super women scenario will be directly achieved. With achievement in women enrichment in our country, 

our nation will have more proud to be an Indian. As we know in family if mother is literate than a whole 

family is literated. 
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